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Fig. 2.1.Map of NCT of Delhi showing its Industrial Sites.

Fig. 2.2. Soil texture map of NCT of Delhi.

Fig. 3.1. Numerical simulation at 11 UTC of Jan. '95 for Spatial variation of (a) pot. temp., (b) sp. humidity, (c) wind speed, (d) horizontal wind vector, & Diurnal variation of pot. temp. at simulated (9,9), (9,3) & (f) observed (7,6) grid point

Fig. 3.2. Numerical simulation at 12 UTC of April. '95 for Spatial variation of (a) pot. temp., (b) sp. humidity, (c) wind speed, (d) horizontal wind vector, & Diurnal variation of pot. temp. at simulated (9,8), (9,5) & (f) observed (8,7) grid point

Fig. 3.3. Numerical simulation at 11 UTC of Aug. '95 for Spatial variation of (a) pot. temp., (b) sp. humidity, (c) wind speed, (d) horizontal wind vector, & Diurnal variation of pot. temp. at simulated (8,8), (5,3) & (f) observed (8,7) grid point

Fig. 3.4. Numerical simulation at 11 UTC of Oct. '95 for Spatial variation of (a) pot. temp., (b) sp. humidity, (c) wind speed, (d) horizontal wind vector, & Diurnal variation of pot. temp. at simulated (9,9), (9,5) & (f) observed (8,7) grid point

Fig. 4.1. Schematic illustration of the CALMET horizontal grid system for a 11X12 grid showing the grid origin (XORIGKM, YORIGKM) and grid point location (·).

Fig. 4.2. Numerical Simulation at 11 UTC of the Spatial variation of horizontal wind field for the four representative months (in clockwise) of '95.

Fig. 4.3. Numerical Simulation at 11 UTC of the Spatial variation of wind speed (m) for the four representative months (in clockwise) of '95.

Fig. 4.4. Diurnal variation of temperature at warm & cold grid points for the four representative months (in clockwise) of '95.

Fig. 4.5. Percentage frequencies of stability at warm & cold grid points for the four representative months (in clockwise) of '95.

Fig. 4.6. Diurnal variation of Monin-Obukhov length at warm & cold grid points for the four representative months (in clockwise) of '95.

Fig. 4.7. Diurnal variation of mixing height at warm & cold grid points for the four representative months (in clockwise) of '95.
Fig. 5.1 Windrose plot at NCT of Delhi for the representative months (in clockwise) of 1993.

Fig. 5.2 Windrose plot at NCT of Delhi for the representative months (in clockwise) of 1994.

Fig. 5.3 Windrose plot at NCT of Delhi for the representative months (in clockwise) of 1995.

Fig. 5.4 Numerical Simulation at 11 UTC of the Spatial variation of ventilation coefficient for the four representative months (in clockwise) of '95.

Fig. 5.5 Numerical Simulation at 11 UTC of the Spatial variation of concentration of SO2 for the four representative months (in clockwise) of '95.